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The comparatively low computational costs of adjoint based gradient methods for op-
timization problems with a high number of degrees of freedom have allowed them to
become one of the most interesting approaches in CFD shape optimization. At the core
of such optimization techniques lies the computation of topology sensitivity maps. The
two most common approaches for computing adjoint based sensitivities are continuous
and discrete (or a combination of both). The continuous approach involves deriving the
adjoint equations analytically from the primal equations and then discretizing and solving
them alongside the primal equations. The discrete approach in contrast directly differ-
entiates the discretization and solution of the primal equations (basically the code of the
program is differentiated), leading to sensitivities consistent to the discretization. The
discrete approach has the distinct advantage of flexibility and robustness for a wide range
of optimization problems. Most industrial flows exhibit some degree of unsteadiness which
leads to lack of robustness and instability of steadily obtained adjoints. Thus an unsteady
adjoint is needed. While the continuous approach gets significantly more complex by go-
ing from steady to unsteady ( the adjoint equations cannot be just solved in parallel to
the primal equations any more, because the adjoint now depends on all time steps, thus
requiring to store intermediate values), the discrete approach (which had to store the
intermediate values already for the steady case) functionally stays the same.

In this paper, we present a discrete adjoint solver based on pisoFoam, an incompressible
transient solver of the widely used finite volume based open-source CFD tool OpenFOAM.
The sensitivity maps are generated by the algorithmic differentiation tool dco/c++. The
two principle methods for applying Algorithmic Differentiation [1] are source transforma-
tion and operator overloading. dco/c++ uses the operator overloading approach. Algo-
rithmic Differentiation was applied to the whole OpenFOAM framework [2], thus allowing
it to introduce adjoint solvers by adapting the existing primal ones.
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Figure 1: Velocity Field and Sensitivity (capped below zero, thus showing the region where optimization
may place material) of the pressure loss with respect to the design parameters for topology optimization
at every cell. Re = 100, the cost function is evaluated and summed up at every time step over 5 seconds
(∆t = 0.05s).

The discrete approach generates considerable overheads in terms of runtime and memory
requirements. Intermediate values from the whole iteration history need to be stored in
order to obtain the sensitivities. Thus in this paper we also look at effective techniques
to tackle this by implementation of checkpointing schemes (e.g. Revolve Algorithm [1])
and treatment of the inner iterative linear solvers used for solving the underlying partial
differential equations.

As a case study for our discrete adjoint unsteady solver we present the results of sensitivity
calculations of the flow around a cylinder leading to vortex shedding (see Figure 1).
Different optimization objectives are feasible, e.g. topology optimization with respect to
pressure loss / flow uniformity or decreasing the vortices by applying active flow control
(blowing / suction) on the surface of the cylinder. This is a well studied problem (e.g.
[3]) and we intend to use this test case to verify our solver.
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